Dear Dartmouth Alumni, Family, and Friends,

Join fellow Alumni in this once-in-a-lifetime trip to see the last remaining apes in Uganda, affectionately called the “Pearl of Africa” by Winston Churchill. Only 800 mountain gorillas still make their home in the primeval forests of central Africa. This trip enables you to intimately experience these animals and other primates in their natural habitat, while learning first-hand about the history and cultural heritage of this fascinating country.

This trip originally debuted in 2015 with tremendous success and once again Dr. Nathaniel Dominy, Professor of Anthropology will lead this trip. He studies and teaches behavior, ecology and functional morphology of humans and nonhuman primates to better understand how and why adaptive shifts occur during primate evolution.

Your journey will begin in Entebbe- a small town on the shores of Lake Victoria and in close proximity to the vibrant Ugandan capital of Kampala. Built on seven hills, it is the gateway to the interior. Traveling to Murchison Falls National Park will bring to the site where “The African Queen” was filmed featuring the famous Humphrey Bogart. The Victoria Nile bisects this park and finally squeezes through an 8-meter (26.2 feet) gorge that forms the falls. Here you will get a taste of the East African wild life and a haven for bird watchers. In Kibale Forest — one of the loveliest and varied tracts of tropical forest in Uganda — you will come face to face with 13 species of primates including chimpanzees. Not for the faint-hearted, this is an adrenaline rush listening for their screeching chatter as they search for fruit and berries.

Traverse past Africa’s third highest mountain- the Rwenzoris – or Mountains of the Moon and World Heritage site to Queen Elizabeth National Park. Named after the reigning British monarch, it is one of the most popular parks in Uganda and the place to see the famous tree-climbing lions.

Our final stop will be to the world- famous Bwindi Impenetrable Forest for the ultimate gorilla tracking experience. The mist-covered hills of the park is home to at least 320 mountain gorillas - roughly half of the world’s population. It is a thrilling experience to trek for several hours in search of their nests and come face to face with our closest non-human relative.

For those who wish to continue with the gorilla trekking adventure, an optional excursion has been arranged in Rwanda’s Parc National des Volcans. Please find the details below.

Space is limited to 14 guests and we encourage you to reserve today: by phone at (603) 646-9159, online at alumni.dartmouth.edu/learnandtravel/travel, or by returning the enclosed reservation form.

Warm regards,

Robin Albing, Tu’81
Director, Alumni Lifelong Learning and Travel

alumni.dartmouth.edu/learnandtravel/travel
Faculty Leader: Dr. Nathaniel J. Dominy

Professor Dominy is an anthropologist and evolutionary biologist. He studies the behavior, ecology, and functional morphology of humans and nonhuman primates. He has worked in the tropical rain forests of western Uganda since 1999, receiving grants or fellowships from the National Institutes of Health, National Science Foundation, National Geographic Society, Packard Foundation, Mellon Foundation, and Smithsonian Tropical Research Institute. He is an elected fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, the Explorers Club, the Royal Geographic Society, and the Royal Anthropological Institute. His research philosophy is to integrate tropical fieldwork with mechanical, molecular, and isotopic analyses in order to better understand how and why adaptive shifts occurred during primate evolution. In 2009, he was named a “Brilliant 10” scientist under the age of 40 by Popular Science magazine.

TOUR HIGHLIGHTS

- Travel with Dr. Nathaniel Dominy and hear about his research on behavior, ecology and functional morphology of humans and nonhuman primates.
- Come face to face with endangered mountain gorillas in Bwindi Impenetrable Forest and trek chimpanzees in Kibale National Park. Learn about the strides being made in great ape and primate conservation in Uganda.
- View a variety of animal and bird species in Paraa and Queen Elizabeth National Park including the famous tree-climbing lions.
- Get immersed in the local culture, music and dance of Uganda.

"With his unending enthusiasm and engagement, Nate was perfect for this trip. He delivered four excellent lectures and impromptu observations at appropriate points during the trip. This man’s love of his subject and travel to Africa, and, as he says, “any research as long as it involves field work in Africa,” came through clearly." --Ted Bracken ’85 P’94 P’11 P’14--
August 9, 2018 — U.S. | Entebbe, Uganda
Depart the U.S. for Entebbe (Meals Aloft).

*This is a recommended departure date. Should you wish to arrive early, please contact Immersion Journeys for hotel costs.*

**August 10 — Arrival Entebbe**
Met on arrival and transferred to the hotel for rest and relaxation prior to meeting the group at an evening cocktail reception. *Overnight: Lake Victoria Serena Hotel (B)*

**August 11 — Ngamba Island**
Situated on Lake Victoria (Uganda), 23km off-shore from Entebbe is Ngamba island chimpanzee sanctuary. They were all rescued by authorities and brought to the sanctuary for care and rehabilitation. The beautifully forested tropical island is almost 100 acres in size and boasts over 50 different types of vegetation that the chimps utilize. The chimpanzees are free to roam this forest, exploring their environment and foraging for food at their leisure. Return to the mainland. The rest of the day is at your own leisure. *Overnight: Protea Hotel (B)*

**August 12 — Entebbe | Murchison Falls National Park**
Depart north-west for Murchison Falls National Park with a brief stop at the Ziwa Rhino sanctuary. This sanctuary was created to re-introduce rhino to Uganda after they were almost wiped out. Later arrive at your lodge located along the riverbank on the northeastern edge of the park. This park is where the world’s longest river - the Nile passes through a narrow gorge forming the thunderous falls and is also home to a diversity of wildlife including the Big 5. *Overnight: Paraa Safari Lodge (B, L, D)*

**August 13 — Murchison Falls National Park**
Early morning game drive to the delta circuit where there’s a possibility of spotting the elusive leopard, Jackson’s hartebeest, large concentrations of Uganda kobs and large families of the defassa waterbuck, together with giraffe herds, groups of the dainty oribi and buffalo.

Afternoon boat safari on the calm Victoria Nile and the base of the falls just meters from the “Devil’s Cauldron.” You have an option to take a guided hike to the top of the Murchison Falls and from this vantage point will have an opportunity to see the Nile’s beauty perfected as you watch the water forced through a seven meter cleft in the rocks and plunge 45 meters below forming a spectacular rainbow and adrenaline rush. *Overnight: Paraa Safari Lodge (B, L, D)*

(B- Breakfast  L- Lunch  D-Dinner)
**August 14 – Murchison Falls | Kibale Forest National Park**
Travel to Kibale Forest National Park. The drive will go past the verdant countryside and traditional homesteads and farms including the fabled “Mountains of the Moon. Kibale is one of the most varied tracts of tropical forest and home to 70 mammal species, 375 species of birds and 13 species of primates including the chimpanzee. *Overnight: Primate Lodge (B, L, D)*

**August 15 – Chimpanzee Tracking in Kibale Forest National Park**
Chimpanzee tracking starts early in the morning. Besides learning about the primates, your guide will provide detailed explanations on the fauna and flora, ensuring that the walk is both informative and enjoyable. *Overnight: Primate Lodge (B, L, D)*

**August 16 – Kibale | Queen Elizabeth National Park.**
Start for Queen Elizabeth National Park, following the mystical Rwenzori Mountain range along the way. Upon arrival at the park you may be rewarded with view of waterbucks, elephants, leopards, buffaloes, hyenas and a variety of antelope species.

Enjoy a unique boat cruise on the Kazinga Channel. This trip passes through high concentrations of hippos and a wide variety of animals may be seen at the water’s edge. This cruise offers an excellent platform for photography, bird watching and game viewing. The prolific bird life is colorful and stupendous with well over six hundred recorded species having been spotted. *Overnight: Mweya Safari Lodge (B, L, D)*.

**August 17 – Queen Elizabeth National Park / Bwindi Impenetrable Forest**
Depart for Bwindi Impenetrable Forest, home to roughly half of the world’s mountain gorillas. Take a village walk around the Buhoma area and learn about their way of life and local customs. *Overnight: Gorilla Forest Camp (B, L, D)*

**August 18 – Gorilla Tracking in Bwindi Impenetrable Forest**
Early morning start for your gorilla trek. The rainforest is spectacular, heavily vegetated and dense landscape crisscrossed by numerous animal trails, allowing access for trekkers. This park is best known for the fascinating gorillas. The thrill of spending time with them and observing these gentle giants is a rare and moving adventure that will leave you with long lasting memories of a truly unique experience. The gorillas are shy and peaceful animals and it is an unforgettable experience to watch them as they interact with each other. *Overnight: Gorilla Forest Camp (B, L, D)*

**August 19 – Fly to Entebbe | Depart or Rwanda extension**
Fly to Entebbe airport arriving in the late morning. Day rooms have been arranged for those with late afternoon or evening flights. For those who are up for additional adventure, continue to Rwanda’s Parc National des Volcans for another opportunity to view gorillas. (See details next page).
TOUR PRICE

$8,995 per person (double occupancy)
$1,195 single room supplement

Includes:
• Accommodations in luxury lodges/hotels.
• Meals as outlined above.
• Guided gorilla tracking and game drives, including all park fees, taxes, and one (1) gorilla trekking and one (1) chimpanzee trekking permits.
• Group airport transfer on day of arrival and departure.
• Local flight from Bwindi Impenetrable Forest to Entebbe.
• Professional guides and all transport throughout the trip.
• Complete packet of pre-departure information.

Exclusions: Tips and gratuities to drivers, guides, porters, hotel staff, international airfare into/out of Entebbe unless traveling on the Rwanda extension, visas and passport fees, vaccinations (yellow fever vaccination is required when traveling between the East African zone countries), laundry, beverages, telephone, fax, and internet, travel insurance, and evacuation insurance.

OPTIONAL EXTENSION

3-night/4-day Rwanda Sojourn
August 19-22, 2018

Continue the gorilla adventure in Rwanda’s Parc National des Volcans.

$3,535 per person (double occupancy)
$295 single room supplement

Includes:
• 2 nights accommodation at Mountain Gorilla View Lodge on a full board basis and 1 night in Flame Tree Village with breakfast in Kigali
• Gorilla trekking with guides, one (1) gorilla permit, park fees, and guides
• Transfers and border crossing assistance from Uganda to Rwanda.
• Road transfer to Kigali airport (KGL) on departure day. Guests must arrange a late afternoon or night flight in order to allow for travel time.
TOUR RESERVATION FORM

Enclosed is my/our deposit check of $__________ ($2,500 per person)
Please charge my/our deposit of $__________ ($2,500 per person) to my:  VISA  MasterCard  American Express
Card #:________________________________________ Expiration Date:________________________ Security Code (4 digits for AMEX/ 3 digits for others)________________________
Authorized Card Holder Signature:________________________________________ Date:____________________

The balance of the trip is due on May 28, 2018 and payable by check or bank wire only.

Please sign me/us up for the following optional extension:  4-day Rwanda Sojourn

PASSenger Information

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAME 1 (as on passport):</th>
<th>NAME 2 (as on passport):</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passport # ____________</td>
<td>Passport # ____________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Issue (mm/dd/yy)</td>
<td>Issue (mm/dd/yy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expiration ____________</td>
<td>Expiration ____________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nationality ____________</td>
<td>Nationality ____________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of Birth __________</td>
<td>Date of Birth __________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(mm/dd/yy)</td>
<td>(mm/dd/yy)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dartmouth Affiliation __</td>
<td>Dartmouth Affiliation __</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Street Address __________</td>
<td>Street Address __________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City __________</td>
<td>City __________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State __________</td>
<td>State __________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZIP __________</td>
<td>ZIP __________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Home Phone __________</td>
<td>Home Phone __________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobile __________</td>
<td>Mobile __________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work __________</td>
<td>Work __________</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Email (write clearly) __________</td>
<td>Email (write clearly) __________</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

I prefer single accommodations (due to limited space this is not guaranteed.)
I plan to room with __________________________________________ Double  Twin (separate beds)
I prefer to share accommodations (if roommate is not available, I will pay the single rate)
Emergency Phone # & Contact Name (during trip): __________________________

Please indicate any special needs (diet, health, mobility etc):

By submitting my/our deposit $2,500 per person I am/we are registering for the 2018 Dartmouth Alumni Travel Gorillas in the Rift- An Adventure in Uganda travel program, and have read and agreed to the terms & conditions. I understand that portions of this trip will be strenuous, includes unpaved and steep muddy paths. I also agree to be in good physical shape and can walk without a walking aid or wheelchair. I am/ we are also taking responsibility for purchasing mandatory supplemental travel insurance including medical evacuation in order to participate in this travel program.

Signature __________________________  Signature __________________________
Date __________________________  Date __________________________
Your signature on our tour reservation form will signify your agreement with the following terms and conditions.

**Introduction:** These are the terms and conditions applicable to the tour packages provided by, the operator selected by Princeton Journeys, Immersion Journeys LLC (collectively “Immersion Journeys”, “we”, “us” and “our”). The terms “client” “you” and “your” refer to each person who purchases and/or uses a tour package provided by Immersion Journeys.

**Benefits of Tour Packages:** Our tour packages offer services of a professional tour guide, accommodations, meals as outlined in the itinerary, transportation as specified in the itinerary and excursions and tours as outlined in the itinerary.

Immersion Journeys may, from time to time, offer you optional services or benefits. By using those services and/or benefits when they become available, you agree to be bound by any supplemental terms applicable to those services or benefits We will send final documents and tickets by overnight or registered mail approximately two (2) weeks prior to the start of the tour.

**Rates and Exclusions:** The rates and charges for tour participation are those established at the time the tour is booked with Immersion Journeys. We reserve the right to increase tour prices to cover increased costs, tariffs, taxes and V.A.T. received after prices are published and to reflect fluctuations in foreign exchange markets. Published rates and charges are typically “per person,” based upon double occupancy with en suite bath (unless otherwise stated). Single rooms are subject to single room supplemental charges, which are stated in the brochure. Expenses and terms not specifically identified in the applicable Immersion Journeys brochure are not covered. These include any paperwork or charges associated with: passports, visas, immunization, meals other than those specified, optional excursions, trip protection coverage, alcoholic beverages (beer, wine and liquor), all beverages excluding those provided in Immersion Journeys vehicles, telephone calls, room service, laundry, personal items, baggage handling, international airfare unless otherwise stated, gratuities and transportation to or from any departure gateway, and any other costs that might be incurred not stated in tour package. Some governments charge departure taxes and/or fees. These fees are the responsibility of each passenger traveling to the designated country and are not included unless stated.

**Payments:** We accept the following forms of payment for the deposit: major credit cards, wire transfer, or checks drawn on a U.S. bank. Final payment may be paid by only check or wire transfer. You must promptly pay the following fees and charges for participation in an Immersion Journeys tour.

- **Airfare:** Full payment per person is due in order to purchase airline tickets. Airline cancellation policy shall apply. Discounted airfare quote (if available) is subject to purchase of ground package.
- **Ground Package:** A deposit of $2,500 per person per tour is required immediately to secure the gorilla permits, tour and services. Gorilla permits are only purchased once the client has signed up for the trip and made the deposit in the above-mentioned amount. Permits are non-refundable and non-transferable once purchased. It is therefore important for clients to purchase trip cancellation insurance.
- **Balance:** The balance of the tour price is due 90 days before departure.

**Revisions:** A fee of $125 per booking for each change made sixty (60) days or more prior to the start of the tour.

The cancellation fees set forth below apply to changes made less than ninety (90) days prior to the start of the tour.

Upon payment of a deposit, all reservations are subject to the cancellation provisions set forth below and by which the passenger agrees to be bound. Written cancellation must be received by Immersion Journeys. All deposits and fees are retained by the operator less the refund amounts stated below. The refund policy is as follows.

- More than 90 days from departure: $650 per person
- 89 to 60 days from departure: 50% of fully paid program rate
- Less than 60 days to departure: Full forfeiture of program rate

No refunds will be made for any part of this program on which you choose not to participate. Note: Neither Dartmouth Alumni nor Immersion Journeys accepts liability for any airline cancellation penalty incurred by the purchase of a non-refundable ticket in conjunction with this tour. Because these policies are strictly enforced, we strongly recommend you consider purchasing trip cancellation insurance.
Airlines and airfares included in any brochure are subject to change without notice. Please check with Immersion Journeys or your travel agent for conditions applicable to your airline ticket. The payment of a deposit, or other partial or full payment for a tour, constitutes your agreement and consent to all of Immersion Journeys Terms and Conditions and any general information contained in the applicable tour brochure.

**Cancellation or Substitution Us:** We will make commercially reasonable efforts to keep the itinerary as it has been published; however, the final itinerary may vary due to availability and factors beyond our control. We may in our sole discretion substitute services such as hotels or goods of similar quality for any service or good stated in the itinerary. If a tour is cancelled, our liability is limited to a full refund of your payments, and we will not be liable for any other costs, damages, or refunds of any kind for any loss, delay, inconvenience, disappointment, or expense whatsoever in such circumstances. If for reasons beyond our control, a tour in progress must be interrupted or cancelled, we will refund a portion of the price depending on our actual costs incurred.

**Airfares:** Airlines and airfares included in any brochure are subject to change without notice. Please check with Immersion Journeys or your travel agent for conditions applicable to your airline ticket. Even after you have paid, tours with scheduled air transportation within or from the United States are subject to supplemental price increases that may be imposed by the supplier and/or government. You hereby consent to any such price increase. We will not change your requested seat assignments on commercial aircraft without permission. However, airlines often change seat assignments to satisfy their loyalty members or because of equipment changes (aircraft type). We are not notified of these changes in advance, and often clients are not made aware of these changes until they arrive at the airport. We are not responsible for seat assignment changes made by the airline. Frequent flyer programs are private agreements between airlines and passengers, and we cannot be held responsible for mileage discrepancies involving airline loyalty reward programs.

**Passports and Visas:** International travel requires a passport valid six (6) months beyond your intended return travel date. In many cases, you will also need to have multiple consecutive blank visa pages within your passport (the number varies depending on the destination(s)). Many destinations also require that visas be obtained prior to travel. Please speak with us if you are unsure about the visa requirements for your travel destination, but you are solely responsible for complying with passport and visa requirements.

**Security and Safety:** We are strongly committed to protecting your security and well being. However, travel, safaris and sightseeing endeavors are inherently dangerous activities. Immersion Journeys strongly recommends that you exercise extreme caution when participating in tour events. Parts of your tour may involve high altitudes, hiking, cycling, and/or driving over rough and dusty terrain.

All tour participants booking with Immersion Journeys certify that they are in good health, fit to travel, and have no specific medical problems. This program is strenuous at times including walking up and down steep hills, muddy and uneven paths through tropical forests. All participants must be able to be mobile without the assistance of walking aids (example: walkers, wheelchairs.) It is the responsibility of each tour participant to obtain health and medical certificates, inoculations, and vaccinations. Any physical disability that may require special attention or treatment must be reported in writing at the time your reservation is made. Passage may be refused to any person whose state of health or physical conditions render them, in the opinion of the tour company or its suppliers, unfit. Children under sixteen (16) years of age must be supervised by parent(s) or guardian(s) who will bear ultimate responsibility of their actions.

**Due to the nature of this trip, proof of supplemental travel insurance with evacuation is required. Please contact Dartmouth Alumni Travel at (603) 646-9159, dartmouth.alumni.travel@dartmouth.edu or Immersion Journeys at (917) 686-2620 for further details.**

**Information:** Information that Immersion Journeys publishes in its brochures, collateral material and on its web site is believed to be accurate and reliable. Immersion Journeys makes no representations or warranties regarding such information or any information provided by a third party. Unless expressly stated in writing, Immersion Journeys does not endorse the products or services offered by any company or person identified in its brochures, collateral material or web site, nor is Immersion Journeys responsible for any content published by a third party.

**Vendor Acts or Omissions:** We act only in the capacity of agent for the suppliers of the travel services named in your itinerary or otherwise providing services or goods in connection with the tour (the "Vendors"), such as airlines, hotels, and other lodging providers, local hosts, sightseeing tour operators, bus lines, car rental companies, driving services, restaurants, and providers of entertainment. We assume no responsibility for any personal injury, property damage, or other loss, accident, delay, inconvenience, or irregularity which may be occasioned by reason of any act or omission of any of the Vendors or airlines providing flights to or from your tour.

**Conduct During the Tour:** You are also responsible for respecting the authority and following the directions of the tour guide and the laws of the countries in your itinerary. We may exclude you from participating in all or any part of the tour if, in our sole discretion, your condition or behavior renders you unfit for the tour or unfit for continuation once the tour has begun. Unfitness may include, without limitation, any behavior that, regardless of its cause, is inappropriate or offensive or interferes with the delivery of tour services, or may constitute a hazard or embarrassment. In such case, our liability shall be strictly limited to refund of the recoverable cost of any unused portion of the tour. Should you decide not to participate in certain parts of the tour or use certain goods included in the tour, no refunds will be made for those unused parts of the tour or goods.
Limitation of Liability and Damages:

In no event will we be liable for any injury, loss, claim, damage, or any special, punitive, exemplary, direct, indirect, incidental, or consequential damages of any kind, whether based in contract, tort, strict liability, or otherwise, that arise out of or are in any way connected with the tour, even if advised of the possibility of such damages. In no event will our aggregate liability exceed the total tour price set forth in the itinerary.

Force Majeure: We assume no responsibility for any personal injury, property damage, or other loss, accident, delay, inconvenience, or irregularity which may be occasioned by reason of any matter beyond our exclusive control including but not limited to a delay or cancellation that causes you to miss all or any portion of the tour, acts of God, acts of government, war, terrorist acts, riots, disaster, weather extremes, or strikes. We have no special knowledge regarding the financial condition of the Suppliers, unsafe conditions, health hazards, weather hazards, or climate extremes at locations to which you may travel. You understand that health care standards, facilities, and services abroad may be different or even inadequate for treating health conditions. For information concerning possible dangers at foreign destinations, we recommend contacting the Travel Warnings Section of the U.S. State Department at (202) 647-5225 or www.travel.state.gov, and click on “Travel Warnings.” For medical information, we recommend contacting the Centers for Disease Control at (877) FYI-TRIP or www.cdc.gov/travel.

Indemnification: You shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless Immersion Journeys and Dartmouth Alumni and its officers, employees, directors, suppliers and agents, in their individual capacities or otherwise, from and against any Losses arising out of: (i) your negligence; (ii) your failure to comply with applicable law; or (iii) your failure to comply with these terms conditions.

Miscellaneous: Immersion Journeys may assign its rights and/or delegate all or a portion of its duties under these Terms and Conditions to any third party at any time without the consent or permission of any parties to these Terms and Conditions. If there is a conflict between these Terms and Conditions and any present or future law, the part that is affected shall be curtailed only to the extent necessary to bring it within the requirements of that law.

Any controversy or claim arising out of or relating to these Terms and Conditions, to the limits on Immersion Journeys responsibility clause, to the brochure, to the proposal, to any information relating in any way to the trip, to the trip itself, or to any products or services related to the trip, shall be settled solely and exclusively by binding arbitration in the State of New York, in accordance with the Commercial Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration Association, except that (a) in lieu of a personal appearance at arbitration, the arbitration may be conducted by telephonic means, (b) arbitration is the exclusive forum for dispute resolution (no court actions), and (c) except as otherwise provided by statute, each party shall bear its own costs and expenses and an equal share of the arbitrator and administrative fees. You agree to present any claims against us within 90 days after the tour ends and to file any arbitration request within one year of the incident, and you acknowledge that this expressly limits the applicable statute of limitations to one year.

You hereby consent to our use of pictures or video of you in our marketing materials without compensation. Facsimile or scanned transmission of any signed document shall be deemed delivery of an original.

ASSUMPTION OF RISK: You acknowledge that you have voluntarily applied for this tour. You understand that you may travel to countries and areas that are inherently risky. You are prepared to assume risks associated with this tour including; forces of nature; terrorism; civil unrest; war; accidents; and transportation including land vehicles, boats, and aircraft that are not operated and maintained to the standards found in North America, and you hereby assume such risks. You also assume risks associated with altitude, illness, disease, physical exertion, and alcohol consumption, knowing that access to evacuation and/or suitable medical supplies and support may not be available. By signing this document, you agree to take full responsibility for your own actions, safety, and welfare. You also understand that you will be a member of a group and will conduct myself in a way that will not endanger the group or yourself. You understand that if you fraudulently represent yourself as fit for this tour, you may be removed prior to or during the tour at your own expense.